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This guide is designed to provide a
basic introduction to recent books
in medical ethics. It is not intended
to be a comprehensive survey of all
the literature at present available.
Except in the general section, only
works in English are quoted. (For a
full annual bibliography of books
and articles in English, readers are
referred to Bibliography of Society,
Ethics and the Life Sciences, available
from The Hastings Centre, 623
Warburton Avenue, Hastings-on-
Hudson, NY I0706, USA.)

General

Blomquist, C (I973). Medical Ethics,
Stockholm: AB Kabi (Natur och
Kultur).
A brief English summary of the
author's textbook in Swedish. The
place of medical ethics within the
general field of philosophy is
defined. Questions discussed in-
clude respect for human life, the
patient's personal integrity, the
demands of science, and the doctor's
social duties.

Campbell, A V (I972). Moral
Dilemmas in Medicine, Edinburgh:
Churchill Livingstone.
A survey of ethical theories inter-
spersed with illustrations from
clinical situations. A concluding
chapter discusses abortion, experi-
mentation, transplantation, and care
ofthe dying patient.

Debray, J R (I965). Le Malade et son
Medecin, Editions Medicales Flam-
marian.
A textbook in 'medical deontology',
surveying ethical, economic, and
legal limits on medical practice.
Rulings are given on confidentiality,
contraception, artificial insemina-
tion, abortion, and organ trans-
plantation.

Haring, Bernard (1973). Medical
Ethics, Slough: St Paul Publications.

A broad introduction to the field Noonan
by a Roman Catholic moral theo- of Abc
logian, dealing with relationships Harvarc
between theology, ethics, and medi-
cal ethics. Specific issues discussed Sarvis,
include: contraception, abortion, The A
organ transplantation, euthanasia, York ar
confidentiality, and experimentation. ersity P

Ramsey, Paul (1970). The Patient as
Person. Yale University Press. New Codes
Haven and London.
Detailed discussion of a number of Americ
critical medical decisions by a cial Co
professor of religion at Princeton Reports
(and Visiting Professor of Genetic Includin
Ethics at the Medical School of Ethics e

Georgetown University). The decis- Council.
ions are concerned with research Medica
involving children, determining
death, care of the dying, organ British
donation and transplantation, and Medicai
allocation of scarce resources. (Contai

iation I
Sporken, Paul (I97i). Darf die Helsink
Medizin was zie kam? Probleme der Council
Medizinisch Ethick, Dusseldorf: Pat-
mos. (Translation of Voorlopige Interna
Diagnose, Inleiding tot eeen medische (I973).
ethick, Bilthoven: Ambo.) Ethics.
Textbook by the professor of medical Lo Nu
ethics at Maastricht Medical Faculty. ndor
Provides definitions of the subject
and a survey of most of the main
topic areas. Reappraises traditional Death
Roman Catholic teaching in terms
of the norm of 'authentic humanity'

dAi"
and the goals of health care within and Al
the society as a whole. before

and Ke

A soa
Abortion availabl

last twc
Out of the voluminous literature on
this topic, the following will provide Downir
summaries of the main lines of sia and
debate: Peter C

Callahan, Daniel (1970). Abortion: Essays
Law, Choice and Morality. New tary eu
York: Macmian. text of

British
Gardner, R F R (1972). Abortion:
The Personal Dilemma. Exeter: The Gould,
Paternoster Press. Warrati

n, J T (1970). The Morality
ortion. Cambridge, Mass.:
d University Press.

B, and Redman, H (I973).
4bortion Controversy. New
nd London: Columbia Univ-
?ress.

an Medical Association, Judi-
3uncil (197I). Opinions and
r of the Judicial Council,

the Principles of Medical
and the Rules of the Judicial
!. Chicago: The American
1 Association.

Medical Association (I974).
I Ethics. London: BMA.
ins the World Medical Assoc-
Declarations of Geneva and
i and the General Medical
I ethical guidelines.)

Itional Council of Nurses
International Code ofNursing
Available from Royal College
irsing, Cavendish Square,
n.

and dying

ight, Ann, Hockey, Lisbeth,
nderson, John (I973). Life
Death. London: Routledge
-gan Paul.
iological survey of services
le to 785 adults during the
elve months of their lives.

ng, A B (ed) (I969). Euthana-
!the Right to Death. London:
)wen.

largely in support of volun-
thanasia legislation, with the
the I969 Bill, debated in the
LHouse of Lords.

J (ed) (I97I). Your Death
nt? London: Chapman.
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Arguments against voluntary eutha-
nasia legislation.

Kubler-Ross, E (I969). On Death
and Dying. London: Macmillan.
A much quoted study of the stages
of emotional reaction experienced by
patients who realize that they are
dying.

Experimentation

Barber, Bernard, et al (1973).
Research on Human Subjects: Prob-
lems of Social Control in Medical
Experimentation. New York: Russell
Sage Foundation.
Provides extensive information on
current practices and attitudes in the
USA in the whole field of experi-
mentation with human subjects.

Beecher, H K (I970). Research and
the Individual: Human Studies.
Boston: Little, Brown and Co.
The most recent of several publica-
tions by a distinguished American
physician who initiated the con-
temporary debate on the ethics of
research. Includes a selection of
thical codes relevant to experi-
mentation.

Katz, J et al. (Ig972). Experimenta-
tion with Hunan Beings. New York:
Russell Sage Foundation.
An authoritative source book, con-
tains case mterial ancd full legal and
ethical docmentation.

Pappworth, M H (I967). Human
Guinea Pigs: Experimentation with
Man. London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul.
A strongly argued indictment of
unethical aspects of clinical experi-
mentation by an English physician.
Contains extensive references to
published research and suggests new
ethical guidelines.

Fertilzation, Genetics

Ciba Foundation (I973). Law and
Ethics of AID and Embryo Transfer.
London: Excerpta Medica.
A collection of papers bygeneticists,
physicians, lawyers, philosophers
and theologians presenting a sum-
mary of current practices and
opinions on both moral and legal
problems.

Jones, A, and Bodmer, W F (I974).
Our Future Inheritance - Choice or
Chance? Oxford University Press.
Report of a British Association for
the Advancement of Science inter-
discplinary working party. Sum-
marizes current practices in AID,
in-vitro fertilization, genetic screen-
ing, organ transplantation, and
genetic engineering.

Hamilton, Michael, ed (1972). The
New Genetcs and the. Future ofMan.
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans.
A collection of essays which include
discussions by biologists and ethical

theorists of the ethics of in-vitro
fertilization, cloning, and gene
manipulation.

Ramsey, Paul (1970). Fabricated
Man: the Ethics of Genetic Control.
New Haven: Yale University Press.

Writing from the perspective of a
Christian moralist, Ramsey traces
ethical dangers in some aspects of
new techniques of fertilization and
genetic engineering.

Transplantation, Haemodialysis

For current information and com-
ment readers are referred to Trans-
plantation Proceedings and other
medical journals. The following
books provide introduction to tech-
nical, ethical and legal aspects.

Calne, R Y (I970). The Gift of Life,
London: Medical and Technical
Publishing Co.

Meyers, D W (I970). The Human
Body and the Law. Chapter 5.
Edinburgh: Edinburgh University
Press.

Smith, H L (I970). Ethics and the
New Medicine. Chapter 3, Nashville:
Abingdon Press.

Wolstenholme, G E W, and
O'Connor, M (I966). Ethics in
Medical Progress. (Ciba Foundation
Symposium). London: J and A
Churchill.
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